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Introduction and Motivation

• Existing techniques for nuclear forensics and proliferation 
detection require extensive wet-chemistry sample 
preparation and lengthy analysis times

• This work will help to advance all-optical detection 
techniques for rapid detection and characterization of 
nuclear materials at standoff distances.

• This work aims to understand the conditions under which the 
optical emission and absorption in laser produced plasmas 
are optimized for actinide elements and isotopic analysis.

The National Academy of Engineering identified the prevention of nuclear 
attacks, with detecting nuclear materials at a distance in particular, as one 
of 14 Grand Challenges for Engineering in the 21st Century.
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Splitting of 

Hg 313.1 nm Doublet 

Current high resolution spectrometers 
(<10 pm) are large and/or expensive
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Mission Relevance

• Optical Detection - Development of robust optical 
techniques for detection of nuclear materials supports 
NNSA nuclear security mission by providing the next 
generation of advanced sensors for in-field analysis, 
distributed detection, and remote sensing applications in 
open and denied environments.

• Explosion Physics - The physical and chemical conditions of 
laser produced plasmas have striking similarities to HE and 
nuclear fireballs and hence provide a versatile laboratory-
scale tool for simulating a explosion event and model 
development. Supports NNSA mission to detect, 
characterize, and respond to explosion events and tests.
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Optical spectroscopy for nuclear detection

Goals
➢Detection of actinide 

elements and isotopes

➢Chemistry/dynamics of 
actinide elements in LPP

➢ Standoff detection –
interaction of laser 
filaments with matter 
under real world 
scenarios (e.g. 
atmospheric effects and 
dust)

Uranium plasma emission

K. C. Hartig, et al., Opt. Express 25 (10), 
11477-11490 (2017).

Uranium laser induced fluorescence

M. C. Phillips, B. E. Brumfield, N. 
LaHaye, S. S. Harilal, K. C. Hartig, 
I. Jovanovic, Sci. Rep. 7 (1), 3784 
(2017).
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Technical Work Plan

Objectives

• Design and construct instrument

• Demonstration of isotope sensitive measurement under ambient 
conditions (overcome oxidation effects)

• Standoff detection of actinide isotopes under ambient conditions

• Finer details of filamentation-induced plasma (physics and chemistry 
of atoms, ions and molecule generation) will be obtained. 

• Optical signatures from well-defined plasma initial conditions: Laser 
plasmas will be used for generating optical signatures with well-
defined initial conditions and that can be used for testing and 
validating modeling results

Will be collaborating with LLNL, PNNL, ORNL and Applied Research 
Associates (ARA) throughout MTV effort

Hartig, et. al., Spectrochim. Acta Part B 
135, 54-62 (2017)

Skrodzki, et. al., Spechim. Acta Part B 
125 112-119 (2016)
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Expected Impact

• If successful, this work will advance the state-of-the-art in optical 
detection techniques for actinide elements and isotopes.

• Optimal conditions for laser ablation will be determined for optical 
spectroscopy of actinide plasma plumes enabling standoff detection.

• Theoretical models of the plasma plume will be developed that 
capture physics associated with oxidation of actinide elements and 
its impact on emission and absorption spectra.
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Standoff detection of Gd isotopes 
under inert (a) and ambient (b) 
atmospheric conditionsKumar et al., App. Phys. Lett. 2014

Synergistic activities: DTRA 
supported project aimed at 
studying radiofrequency 
emissions associated with 
nuclear fireballs.
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MTV Impact

• Student involvement in short courses
• PNNL nuclear security summer school
• BNL nuclear nonproliferation, safeguards, and security summer school

• Internships
• Current undergraduate and graduate internships at BNL and PNL
• Future internships supporting MTV work at LLNL and SNL

• Workshop participation
• NNSA innovative pathways towards remote isotope detection – graduate student attended in 2018
• Future workshops – Optical Society of America supported workshops (e.g. space based sensors)

• Conferences: ANS, INMM, CLEO, SCIX

• Collaboration with MTV PIs: Igor Jovanovic, Sunil Chirayath, and Andreas Enqvist

• Personnel transitions: In discussion with national laboratory partner for future long term student-
professor summer rotation. Additionally, graduate and undergraduate students supported by MTV 
plan to pursue careers at national labs or in government supporting nuclear security mission.

• Technology transitions: Working with Applied Research Associates on nuclear fireball spectroscopy 
and chemistry – possible route for student internships and careers

Kyle C. Hartig
2014 CVT Associate
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Oregon State University 
B.S. Nuclear Engineering

2011, August
Begins PhD program at Penn State 
(Nuclear Forensics Graduate Fellow)

2012 NNSA Graduate Fellow

2014 Seaborg Graduate Fellow at LANL

2014-2016 Guest 

Scientist at LANL

May 2016

PhD Defense, PSU Engineering

Assistant Professor, 
University of Florida

June 2016 Post-Doc PNNL

CVT Student Advancement Model

- OSU Undergrad Awarded 
- ANS & NRC Scholarships
- Department of Defense 
Internship (2009-2011)

Example impact
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Conclusion

• Graduate students will be involved in development of optical-based 
techniques for actinide elements and isotopes in collaboration with 
national laboratory partners. It is expected that these students will 
obtain employment at a national lab or in government following 
graduation.

• Undergraduate students will be exposed to fundamental research as 
well as exciting graduate education opportunities in nuclear security.

• This project will advance the state-of-the-art in optical remote 
sensing of actinide elements and isotopes through extensive 
experimental and theoretical work.
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